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Building Certifiers

Knowledgeable
Dependable

Knowledgeable
Our building surveyors are
eminent in their field and
are focussed entirely on the
profession of building surveying.
Since 1995 Katnich Dodd has given
professional support to the majority
of South Australia’s landmark
projects. The same enthusiastic,
value-adding service has also
been applied to thousands of
projects, large and small, industrial,
commercial and domestic.

Dependable
Our consultants are accessible and
approachable and their extensive
and varied experience enables
practical assistance, particularly
where innovation is required.
Our professional standing enables
productive interaction and
information flow with all levels
of government in both advisory
and consultancy roles.

Katnich Dodd has a reputation for
delivering. We are focused on your
needs and won’t let you down.
Ours is a responsive and
collaborative approach to ensure
a successful outcome; with no
impediments or unwanted surprises.

We foster close client relationships
through communication,
understanding and active support.
Katnich Dodd has developed close
working relationships with the vast
majority of SA’s building industry
professionals. We have an enviable
reputation as influential members
of any project team.

Quality
Our goal is to add value to
your project.
We know that quality building
surveying pays dividends in terms
of cost effective construction,
reduced legal exposure and positive
outcomes for all stakeholders.
Katnich Dodd provides high quality
value adding advice, surety of

outcome and management
of risk. Our quality accreditation
and structured training, ensures
that we stay at the forefront of
our profession and at the cutting
edge of the ever changing
regulatory environment. Our
consultants confidently assist
with project challenges and
performance based solutions.

Katnich Dodd is the leading
South Australian Building
Surveying consultancy.

Capabilities
How we can be engaged with your project
	Preliminary inspections and
compliance reports

	Certification of Crown
developments

	Desktop or on-site reviews during
design / documentation phase

	Disability access audits and reports

	Active participation in multi
disciplinary design teams
	Opportunities for improved
design and performance
based solutions

	Energy efficiency compliance
guidance
	Liaison with government and
fire authorities
	During and post construction
inspections

	Certification of documentation
for building consents

Other professional services include
Building surveying consultancy
	Prompt technical and
legislative advice
	Inspections for building
rules compliance, fire safety,
occupancy or upgrading
	Commonwealth Aged Care
Certification assessment
	Review of legislation
and standards

	Interpretation of building
legislation including
expert reports
	Dilapidation & existing
condition surveys
	Management of essential
safety equipment schedules
and auditing
Client training

We offer
Competitive fee scales
	Resources to undertake projects
of all sizes, types and complexity
within project timelines
	Dedication to customer
service based on communication
and understanding
	Accessible, approachable
and dependable staff with
extensive experience
	Quality assistance on a wide
variety of development issues

	Multi-disciplinary qualifications
including structural engineering
	State-of-the-art information
technology systems and
seamless administration to
ISO9002 Quality Accreditation
	Close relationships with
governments, legislators, fire
services and key industry groups
	A thorough knowledge
of local government
administrative procedures
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